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In this paper, the author study the throttling process of the Rotating Bardeen-AdS black hole in
a systematic way. In the exended phase space, the mass of black holes should be viewed as entheply.
We derive the Joule-Thomson coefficient µ explicitly, and with numerical method, we depict the
inversion curves and isenthalpic curves with different parameter J and g. It is found that there are
only minimum inversion temperature but no maximum inversion temperture, and the ratio between
minimum inversion temperature Tmin and critical temperature TC is a little greater than 1/2, and
increase with the nonlinear parameter g. Furthermore, the shapes of the isenthalpic curves are
similar to most case studied before, we calculate the inversion point exists as long as the mass is
no less than a certain value Mmin, the effect of the parameter g on the throttling process is also
discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ever since the discovery of the striking resemblance between the machanics laws of black holes and the laws of
thermodynamics[1, 2], also with the demonstration of the Hawking radiation [3], black holes are widely considered as
a thermodynamic systems that possess its temperture and entropy, thus the study of the thermodynamical properties
of black holes has become a fascinating research area in theoretical physics for several decades. The first remarkable
work were done by Hawking and Page[4], who found that a first-order phase transition can occur in the Schwarzschild
black hole in the asymptotically Anti-de Sitter spacetime, this progress intrigued physicists to study the phase structure
of black holes. What’s more, motivated by the profound discovery of AdS/CFT correspondence[5], many physicists
had focused their attention on the study of the black holes thermodynamics in the AdS spacetime. For example,
the charge AdS black holes was found that share some analogous phase structures with the Van der Waals gas-fluids
system[6, 7].
Few years ago, some researchers proposed an innovative idea that the cosmological constant can be treated as a
thermodynamical variable under some reasonalbe arguments[8–10]. In this view point, the cosmological constant is
associated with the dynamical pressure, and its conjugate quantity is defined as the thermodynamic volume of the
black hole. In this frame work, the term PdV is included in the first law of black holes, thus the phase space is
extended, which is now known extended phase space, and the mass of AdS black hole is identified with the enthalpy
rather than the internal energy. Based on this perspective, the phase structure in the charged AdS black hole system
was reanalyzed in the extended phase space[11], the analogy between the RN-AdS black hole and the VdW liquid-gas
system had precisely established. This analogy has been generalized to many other AdS black holes, such as the
higher dimensional RN AdS black hole and Born-Infeld AdS black hole[12, 13], the Gauss-Bonnet AdS black hole[14],
the Kerr-Newman AdS black hole[15], and so forth.
Apart form the above research, recently, a well-known process in classical thermodynamics was generalized to AdS
black holes, which is the throttling process, also named as Joule-Thomson(JT) expandsion. A special feature of the
throttling process is that the enphalpy remains unchanged during this process, in the circumstance of classical Van-de
Waals gas, we can find in any general thermodynamics teaching material that there exist a minimum and a maximum
inversion temperture, and the isenthalpic curves are seperated in two parts by the inversion curves, one part is the
cooling region, while the other is the heating region, the intersection point is called inversion point, where the JT
coefficient is zero. Back to the study of black holes, remind that the mass of a black hole in the extend phase space
is considered as enthaply, hence, it is interesting to investigate the throttling process in different AdS black holes, a
first example was done in the case of the charged AdS black hole[16], the authors calculate the JT coefficient and
the inversion temperture, then plot the inversion curves and isenthalpic curves to study its properties, some novel
features different from the case of VdW gas were found. Similar studies had quickly extended to other black holes,
such as kerr AdS black hole[17], kerr-Newman AdS black hole[18], charged Gauss Bonnet AdS black hole[19] and so
on[20–36].
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2However, the above-mentioned studies mainly focus on the AdS black holes with singularity. The occurence of
singularity is a big defect of Einstein’s General Relativity, as long as some fairly general assumptions are satisfied,
then the curvature singularity resulting from gravitational collapse is inevitable[37]. It is widely acknowledged that
these singularities do not exist in the real physical world, the General Relativity must be modified by quantum
effect in the high energy and microscopic regime to become a completed theory, which is called quantum gravity.
Unfortunately, we are far from a well defined quantum gravity theory. Hence, this propelled physicists to turn their
attention to the study of constructing the singularity-free black holes in classical General Relativity, called regular
black holes, with the price that the strong energy condition violated. In 1968, Bardeen first constructed a regular
black hole[38], with a nonlinear parameter g to avoid the singularity, replaced by a replusive de-Sitter core. Then
until 2000, two researchers proved that the Bardeen black hole was an exact solution in a model of spacetime coupled
to a nonlinear electrodynamics[39]. As the regular black hole has attracted more and more attention in recent years,
regualr black holes of other types were found [40, 41], and the thermodynamic properties also studied in such cases.
The throttling process of Bardeen-AdS black holes has been studied in Ref [28, 29], with the absence of singularity,
the thermodynamic properties were shown a slight difference compare to the ordinary cases. But it is more important
to investigate the rotating case, because rotaion is a common phenomenon in universe, by applying the Newman-Janis
algorithm to the Bardeen black hole one can get the rotating version[42], which characterized by g and J , our paper
will focus on the study of the throttling process of rotating Bardeen black hole in the AdS spacetime, to seek the
combined impact of g and J , with the above consideration, our study will be meaningful to some extent.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we give a brief review of the rotating Bardeen-AdS black hole, and
show the thermodynamical quantities in the extended phase space. Then, in Sec. III, we derive the explicit expression
of JT coefficient, plot the inversion curves and isenthalpic curves with different values of g and J , discuss their effects,
after that, the minimum inversion tenperature and critical temperature are computed, their ratio are shown, the
minimum mass are also obtained. Finally, our conclusion and discussion will be demonstrated in the Sec. IV.
II. A BRIEF REVIEW OF ROTATING BARDEEN-ADS BLACK HOLE AND ITS THERMODYNAMIC
QUANTITIES
The line element of the rotating Bardeen-AdS black hole can be found in Ref.[43], which in Boyer-Lindquist
coordinates reads,
ds2 =− ∆r
Σ
(
dt − a sin
2θ
Ξ
dφ
)2
+
Σ
∆r
dr2 +
Σ
∆θ
dθ2
+
∆θ sin
2θ
Σ
(
a dt − a
2 + r2
Ξ
dφ
)2
,
(1)
where
Σ = r2 + a2 cos2 θ , Ξ = 1− a
2
l2
, (2)
∆r =
(
a2 + r2
)(r2
l2
+ 1
)
− 2m˜(r) r ,
∆θ = 1− a
2
l2
cos2 θ ,
(3)
where l is the curvature radius which is related to the cosmological constant via Λ = −3/l2, in the extended phase
space, we have the thermodynamic pressure P = −Λ/8 = 3/8l2, and the conjugated thermodynamic volume is
defined by V = (∂M/∂P )J,S,g. In Bardeen black hole, the term m˜(r) is equal to M
(
r2
r2+g2
)3/2
, the parameter g
charecterize the nonlinear electrodynamics effect, while m˜(r) = M − Q2/2r in the KN black hole. One can verify
the nonsingularity of this rotating Bardden-AdS black hole by computing its Riemannian tensor and scalar, it can be
found that the curvature is finite over the spacetime as long as g 6= 0. By treating the cosmological constant related
to the thermodynamic pressure, the first law of black hole and the Smarr relation can be rewitten in the extended
3phase space in the following form
dM = TdS +ΩdJ + Φdg + V dP ,
M = 2TS + 2ΩJ + Φg − 2V P , (4)
the mass M can be regarded as a function(Eq.5) of angular momentum J , entropy S and the nonlinear parameter g,
which is derived in Ref.[43], in that literature, the temperature, entropy and other thermodynamic quantities are view
as a function of the horizon radius r+, in this paper, we can derive these quantities by taking the partial derivative
of M as following Eq. 6-9,
M =
m
Ξ 2
=
√
12pi 2 J 2 S(3 + 8PS) + (g 2 pi + S) 3 (3 + 8PS) 2
6
√
piS
, (5)
T =
(
∂M
∂S
)
J,P,g
=
1
8piM
(
−2
(
pig2 + S
)3 ( 8PS
3 + 1
)
S3
+
3
(
pig2 + S
)2 ( 8PS
3 + 1
)2
S2
− 4pi
2J2
S2
)
, (6)
V =
(
∂M
∂P
)
S,J,P =
1
9piM
[
12pi 2 J 2 +
2
S
(
g 2 pi + S
)
3 (3 + 8PS)
]
, (7)
Ω =
(
∂M
∂J
)
S,P,g =
piJ
MS
(
1 +
8PS
3
)
, (8)
Φ =
(
∂M
∂g
)
S,P,J =
1
12MS 2
[
g(3 + 8PS) 2
(
g 2 pi + S
)
2
]
, (9)
in the above expressions, only Eq.5-7 will be used frequently in the following study, be careful of these quantities are
function of S, P , J and g, as one can easily observe that when g = 0, all the above expressions will reduce to the case
of Kerr-AdS black hole, which has been analyzed thoroughly in Ref.[44].
III. THROTTLING PROCESS OF THE ROTATING BARDEEN-ADS BLACK HOLE
In this section, we investigate the throttling process of the rotating Bardeen-AdS black hole in detail. The throttling
process in classical thermodynamics is a gas with high pressure passes through a porous plug to another section with
a low preesure in a thermally insulated tube and enthalpy remains constant during this process, the details can be
found in any thermodynamics textbook. The change of temperture in the process is revealed by the Joule-Thomson
coefficient, which is defined as
µ =
(
∂T
∂P
)
H
=
(
∂T
∂P
)
M
=
1
CP
[
T
(
∂V
∂T
)
P
− V
]
,
(10)
where CP = T (∂S/∂T )P is the heat capacity at constant pressure. Due to the pressure always decreases during the
process, as can be seen apparently, if the JT coefficient is positive, then the temperture decrease as the pressure
decrease, which is called in the cooling region, on the contrary, while the JT coefficient is negative, the temperture
increase as the pressure decrease, which is called the heating region.
4A. JT coefficient
As mentioned above, the JT coefficient is of primary significance, hence, we try to derive this quantity firstly. With
Eq.6 and Eq.7, it is straightforward to calculate the JT coefficient of the rotating Bardeen-AdS black hole as follows,
µ = A/B,
where
A =
4(−256pi6g12P 2S2 − 192pi6g12PS − 36pi6g12 − 1344pi5g10P 2S3 − 1008pi5g10PS2
− 189pi5g10S + 512pi4g8P 3S5 − 2304pi4g8P 2S4 − 1944pi4g8PS3 − 378pi4g8S2 − 384pi5g6J2PS2
− 144pi5g6J2S + 2048pi3g6P 3S6 − 896pi3g6P 2S5 − 1536pi3g6PS4 − 342pi3g6S3 − 864pi4g4J2PS3
− 324pi4g4J2S2 + 3072pi2g4P 3S7 + 1536pi2g4P 2S6 − 144pi2g4PS5 − 108pi2g4S4 − 768pi3g2J2P 2S5
− 1152pi3g2J2PS4 − 324pi3g2J2S3 + 2048pig2P 3S8 + 1728pig2P 2S7 + 432pig2PS6 + 27pig2S5−
144pi4J4S2 − 768pi2J2P 2S6 − 672pi2J2PS5 − 144pi2J2S4 + 512P 3S9 + 512P 2S8 + 168PS7 + 18S6), (11)
B =
3
√
piS(−16pi3g6PS − 6pi3g6 + 64pi2g4P 2S3 − 9pi2g4S + 128pig2P 2S4 + 48pig2PS3
− 12pi2J2S + 64P 2S5 + 32PS4 + 3S3)
√
(pig2 + S)3(8PS + 3)2 + 12pi2J2S(8PS + 3), (12)
the expression of the JT coefficient seems to be rather tedious, however, we can choose some specific values of P, J
and g to analyze to behaviour of the JT coefficient as a fuction of entropy S.
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FIG. 1: JT-coefficient of the Rotating Bardeen-AdS black holes of different values of g and with J = 1, P = 1.
5As we can see from Fig. 1, there is a divergent point and zero point, and the total shape is similar to the case of
Kerr-Newman AdS black hole[15]. Note that the divergent point of JT coefficient corresponds to the zero point of
Hawking temperature. Moreover, it can be observed that the nonlinear parameter g has a great infulence on the JT
coefficient, as g becomes larger, the divergent point and zero point of the JT coefficient are also become larger.
There is another way to calculate the JT coefficient which is first presented in Ref.[17], we take the differential of
the Smarr relation(Eq.4) and use the conditions dM = dJ = dg = 0 in the throttling process, we obtain,
SdT − PdV − 2V dp+ JdΩ + g
2
dΦ = 0, (13)
thus, the JT coefficient can also be expressed in the following form,
µ =
(
∂ T
∂P
)
M,J,g
=
1
S
[
P
(
∂ V
∂P
)
M,J,g
− J
(
∂ Ω
∂P
)
M,J,g
− g
2
(
∂ Φ
∂P
)
M,J,g
+ 2V
]
,
(14)
we can also calculate the JT coefficient in the above expression, but it is much more tedious because first we should
derive the expression of S from the Eq.5, which maybe impossible, however, the final form must be consistent with
each other.
B. Inversion curves and Isenthalpic curves
Next, with the JT coefficient, we may calculate the inversion temperature Ti and then plot the inversion curves in
the T − P plane. In order to derive the Ti, we first set µ = 0, it is equivalent to set the numerator of µ to be zero,
however, it does not lower the difficulty, the numerator of µ is an algebraic equation about S of higher degree, it is
out of the question to obtain the analytical form, we can only use numerical method to figure out the values of S
with different values of P , J and g, and once we get the values of S, we subsititue it imto Eq.6 and the inversion
temperature is directly obtained.
From Fig.2, we can observe that the inversion curves are always with positive slope like many cases studied before,
hence, we only have the minimum inversion temperature Tmin but no maximum one, which distincts from the VdW
gas case, so does it exists some kind of black holes that the inversion curves of it exhibits analogous behaviour to the
case of VdW gas is still an open question. One can note that the slope of the curves increase with g and J , and in
high pressure, Ti increase with g and J , while in low pressure, it decrease with g and J .
Moerover, there is another way to derive the Ti which was first proposed in Ref.[13], they used a mathematical
trick, one can calculate the following equation (
∂(V/T )
∂S
)
P,J,g
= 0, (15)
the result is in accordance with setting the numerator of µ to be zero, this method is much more convenient than
calculate the JT coefficient then set it to be zero, because the mass M is eliminated in V/T , which simplify the
calculation greatly.
The second question, in order to get the minimum inversion temperature Tmin, we set the pressure P = 0, the
numerator of µ becomes,
− 4pi6g12 − 4pi2S4 (3g4 + 4J2)+ 3pig2S5
− 2pi4S2 (21g8 + 18g4J2 + 8J4)− pi5g6S (21g4 + 16J2)
− 2pi3g2S3 (19g4 + 18J2)+ 2S6 = 0 (16)
this is also a lengthy equation, we can only use numerical method again to get the values of S with given values of J
and g, then put it in Eq.6 to obtain the minimum inversion temperature Tmin, finally, we calculate the ratio between
Tmin and TC . However, the critical temperature of rotating Bardeen-AdS black hole had not been obtained in any
literature before, here we use the conditions (∂S T ) = 0 and (∂
2
S,S T ) = 0 [45] to calculate TC , however, the above two
equations are quite complicated, hence, we use numerical method one more time, with specific values of J and g one
can get the values of S and P , then subsititute it into Eq.6, we obtain TC , finally, the three quantities are shown in
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FIG. 2: Inversion curves of Rotating Bardeen AdS black holes. Each figure of the left column keeps g fixed and with
J increasing from bottom to top, while each figure in the right column keeps J fixed and with g increasing from
bottom to top.
7Tab.I, the case comes back to Kerr-AdS black holes when g = 0.
TABLE I: Tmin, TC and their ratio Tmin/ TC with J = 1 but different values of g
g = 0.5 g = 1.0 g = 1.5 g = 2.0
TC 0.0387523 0.0304628 0.0224486 0.0172272
Tmin 0.0197767 0.0159827 0.0119638 0.0092224
Tmin/TC 0.510336 0.524663 0.532942 0.535339
From table.I, we can discover that with the nonlinear paramater g included, there is a big difference from the former
case, for the RN-AdS black holes, Tmin/ TC = 1/2 [16]; for the Kerr-AdS black holes, Tmin/ TC = 0.504622 [17]; for
the Bardeen-AdS black holes, Tmin/ TC = 0.5366622 [29]; for the KN-AdS black holes, Tmin/ TC lies between 0.4997
to 0.5096 [18]. The first three ratios are independent of other parameter, the last has slight dependence on the
parameter Q and J . However, in the rotatng Bardeen-AdS black holes case, we note that at certain values of J , the
ratio increase with g, which is a little greater than 1/2 but smaller than 1, which means some kind of phase transition
maybe happens during the throttling process.
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FIG. 3: Isenthalpic curves and inversion cirves of the Rotating Bardeen-AdS black holes. With J fixed and the
isenthalpic curves correspond to increasing values of M from bottom to top.
The third issue is to plot the isenthalpic curves in the T−P plane, remember that the mass is equivalent to enthalpy
in the extended phase space, thus we set the mass to be constant in Eq.5, and with specific values of g and J , we can
plot the isenthalpic curves combined with Eq.6 by numerical method. The results are shown in Fig.3, as we can see,
in each subfigure, the isenthalpic curves are seperated by the inversion curve into two parts, the intersection points
are the extreme point of the isenthalpic curves, the JT coefficient in the left half part is positive which is called the
cooling region, whlie in the right half part is negative which is called the heating region, besides, the entire shape of
8the isenthalpic are analogous to the previous cases.
TABLE II: The minimum mass Mmin with different values of g and J
g = 0.5 g = 1.0 g = 1.5 g = 2.0
J = 1 1.14135 1.50015 2.06798 2.70698
J = 5 2.36765 2.50411 2.75472 3.13398
J = 10 3.31786 3.41081 3.57509 3.82218
J = 15 4.05121 4.12612 4.25619 4.44859
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P
FIG. 4: Isenthalpic curve and the inversion curve when g = 1, J = 1, M = 1.51
Finally, another interesting quantity was first discussed in Ref.[13], it was shown that at given parameter values, if
the mass is less than a certain values, then the isenthalpic curve has no intersection point with the inversion curve,
that is to say, the black hole always in heating process. Three case have been computed in Ref.[13], for the RN-AdS
black holes, Mmin = 5
√
6Q/12; for the Kerr-AdS black holes, Mmin =
4
√
(2 + 3
√
6)/8
√
J ; for the KN-AdS black
holes, Mmin = 1.309(when J = 1 and Q = 1). It is intriguing to investigate this issue in current situation, the
minimum mass Mmin can immediately obtain as soon as we substitute the entropy S corresponding to Tmin into
Eq.5, the results are shown in Tab.II with different values of g and J . As we can see, Mmin increase with g and J , this
implies that the nonlinear parameter g may exhibit some parallel effects as angular momentum J . For demonstration,
in Fig. 4 we drawn the isenthalpic curve and inversion curve when g = 1 and J = 1, from Tab. II we know in this
case Mmin = 1.50015, and in Fig. 4, the two curves are nearly separated, this confirm the numerical results above.
IV. CONCLUSION
The throttling process of Rotating Bardeen-AdS black hole has been investigated in detail in this paper. In the
extended phase space, the cosmological constant is treated as thermodynamic pressure and the mass of black hole as
enthalpy, thus there are more fascinating thermodynamic properties in the extended phase space.
Firstly, we review the metric of the black hole, the necessary thermodynamic quantities are derived. Then the
explicit JT coefficient is calculated via the expressions of temperature and volume, the curves of the JT coefficient as
a function of entropy are also presented with different values of nonlinear parameter g but with J and P fixed.
Secondly, even though it is impossible to calculate the explicit form of the inversion temperature, yet the inversion
curves and isenthalpic curves are drawn with numerical method, we notice that with increase in g and J , the inversion
curves tend to coincide with each other, but it seems that the nonlinear parameter g has greater effect than the
angular momentum J . And the isenthalpic curves are divided into two parts by the inversion curves, as long as the
mass is no less than the minimum mass Mmin, otherwise, the black holes are always in heating process, which means
that with decrease of pressure the temperature increase. Finally, we work out the ratio between Tmin and TC by
numerical method, and the minimum mass Mmin are obtained with ease, the ratio Tmin/ TC is dependent on g, and
increase with it, which has not been found similar behaviour before.
To the end, we conclude that the nonlinear parameter g has a nonnegligible effect on the thermodynamic properties
of black hole, the thermodynamic properties black hole maybe exhibit some difference in the absence of singularity,
more interesting phenomena are remained to be probed.
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